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O. Introduction 
Let ~ be a topological category in the sense of Adams [1,2.6]; that is, ~ is a 
category object 
po do 
) ) 
c i 
I~ I '  'g0  
Pl dl 
of topological spaces and continuous functions. A continuous functor [6, 3(f)] from 
to the category of sets is a sheaf S t  Sh(~0) together with a morphism d~S ~, d?S 
in Sh(C¢l) satisfying the usual conditions of functorality. Taking a natural trans- 
formation between two continuous functors (S, ~) and (S', ~') to be a morphism 
S a S' in Sh(~ 0) such that ~' o d~a = d?a o ~ gives us a category ~r. If ~ satisfies 
the Beck condition po.p?-------,d?do., then ~r is equivalent to the topos of co- 
algebras defined from the left exact comonad 
do,d? 
Sh(Vo) ' Sh(Vo) 
whose comultiplication is 
do.tied I *
do.d? , do.C,c*d?-~ do.Po.P?d? ~ (do.d?) 2
and whose coidentity is 
do,tlid ? ,-- 
do*d? , do , i , i *d? - - - ,  lsht%)- 
The Beck condition is not always at our disposal. For example, taking ~ to be 
f 
1" ' '0  
with topology {0, {1}, {1,0}} defined on the objects and topology {0, {i(1)}, {f}, 
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{i(1),f}, {i(1),f,i(0)}} defined on the morphisms, we get 
(d?do,S)f= (do,S)o = S/x So 
while (po.P~S)f = * - -  (P l  S) ( f , i (O) ) - -So  for S in Sh(~l). However, even though the Beck 
condition may fail, ~r is still a Grothendieck topos. This follows from an applica- 
tion of Giraud's Theorem [2, IV1.2] which requires the construction of generators. 
This paper investigates 
morphisms 
7t 0 a0 
id 
~t I al 
a diagram ~ of elementary toposes and geometric 
which differs from a category object of toposes by weakening the diagram 
7[ 1 
t oo 
Oal 01 ' ~'~0 
from a pullback to commutativity only: The diagram ~ is called a precategory ob- 
ject of toposes. The category ~T of internal functors on a precategory object of 
toposes is defined in the same way as the category of continuous functors in the case 
of a topological category, and it is shown if ~ is relativized over a base topos 
so that ¢0 ~ ~ is a bounded geometric morphism, then ~T is a bounded topos 
defined over ~ when ~ satisfies the axioms of choice and infinity. Basically the 
proof is the same as if carried out over a base ~ equal to the category of sets. The 
advantage of working the proof through for an arbitrary ~ with AC and NNO is 
it allows us to see exactly where the axiom of choice is applied (Lemma 3.5 below). 
The principal tool used in the proof is the dual of the Special Adjoint Indexed 
Functor Theorem [8, IV(4))]. Kennison has given a different proof for a profinite 
category object [4]. The case of a topological category gives the reason for weaken- 
ing the pullback condition, for 
(PI*,P?) 
Sh(ff2) ' Sh(~l) 
Sh(~'l)  , Sh(~'0) (dl.,dD 
is not always a pullback of toposes [2, IV(9.1.7.2)]. 
It is hoped the result presented here will be of some use in the study of 2-colimits 
of toposes [31. 
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1. Definitions 
Definition. A precategory object of toposes ~ is a diagram 
7t o /t o 
) ) 
y id 
;# l '  ,~o 
7t i a l  
of elementary toposes and geometric morphisms atisfying the conditions: 
0) a0 o id -  - 1~0--- 01 oid, 
(2) 00 o/ t  I --~ 01 o nO , 
(3) ao o ~, = a0 o it 0 and 01 o ),.= 01 o ~i .  
Definition. An internal functor on a precategory object of toposes ~ is a pair (S, ~) 
with S•80 and ~.a~S~O~S in #1 satisfying id*~= 1 s and l t~0~z~=7*~.  
Definition. An internal natural transformation between two internal functors (S, ~) 
and (S; ~') is a morphism S a S' in #0 such that ~' o affa = 0~a o ~. 
2. Coaigebras 
Internal natural transformations between internal functors on a precategory 
object of toposes ~ are composable and there is an identity internal natural trans- 
formation for each internal functor, so we have a category of internal functors and 
internal natural transformations on ~. We will denote this category by ~T- We 
have a forgetful functor ~r - '  #0 taking an object (S, ~) of ~r  to the object S of ¢ 0. 
Proposition 2.1. I f  ~ is a precategory object of toposes, then the forgetful functor 
~T ~ ~o is left exact, creates equalizers, and reflects isomorphisms. 
Proof. Left exactness of ~r--'gO follows from the left exactness of the inverse 
image parts of the structure morphisms of ~. In particular, if (S, O, (S', ~ ' )•  ~r  
a 
and if S'---I S is a parallel pair of internal natural transformations from (S" ~') to 
B 
(S, O, then the equalizer S"~ e, S" of a and fl in ~0 produces (S", ~")• ~r  upon 
taking ~" to be the unique restriction 
~ M 
a s" , ors" 
ors '  , ors" 
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which is guaranteed to exist because 3~e is the equalizer of 3'~a and 3~'fl by the left 
exactness of O~'. So now it is clear ~r~e0 creates equalizers. That the forgetful 
functor ~r--,#0 reflects isomorphisms i obvious. [] 
Theorem 2.2. If 
~z o a o 
) ) 
icl 
= (e  2 ~ e l (  , CO) 
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is a precategory object of  toposes and if the forgetful functor ~r~#o has a right 
adjoint, then ~T is a topos. 
Proof. If the forgetful functor ~r--' e0 has a right adjoint, then ~r  is equivalent 
to the category of coalgebras on e0 defined from the adjoint pair because the 
forgetful functor ~r~#0 creates equalizers by 2.1. But now because ~r~#0 and 
its right adjoint are left exact, ~r  is an elementary topos. [] 
3. Indexing over a base topos 
Throughout the rest of this paper, ~ is a fixed elementary topos, the base topos. 
By a topos defined over ~ or a ~ topos we mean a topos equipped with a 
geometric morphism to ~. If e is a ~ topos, then the inverse image part of e~ 
is denoted by e* and the direct image part of e~ ~ is denoted by e.. According 
to [8], a ~ topos e becomes a ~ indexed category d by taking e x= e/e*X for 
Xe  ~ and by taking substitution along Y f , X in ~ to be f*  = "pulling back along 
e*f  in e" .  The following is a list of facts about the ~ indexed category ~r which 
are documented in [8] or easily established given the information of [8]: 
(1) With stability meaning preservation by substitution, ~r has stable monomor- 
phisms, subobjects, epimorphisms, quotients, equalizers, coequalizers, image fac- 
torizations, equivalence r lations, products, and sums. It follows that ~ is complete 
and cocomplete as a ~ indexed category. 
(2) g is well-powered and cowell-powered. By well-powered we mean for each 
Xe • and S~e x there is an object subXS~X in ~x  and a natural bijection 
y <P> , subXS 
X ,X  in ~x  
stable subobject P >-.+f*S in e Y. 
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Elsewhere, subXS is taken to be a 8 morphism with codomain X rather than a 8 
object with implicit structure morphism to X. The difference is one of notation only 
and will be continued below with like concepts. 
(3) ~ has small homs. 
(4) e ~ 8 is a bouned geometric morphism if and only if ~ has a generating 
family at 1. If De# is an object of generators for ¢-~8,  letting G >-~(sublD)*D 
be the generic family of subjects of D, gives us a generating family at 1 
((sublD) e 8, G ~ 8 tsub~D)) for ~, and if (x ~ 8, G ~ ¢x) is a generating family at 1 
for ~, then D =.~xG is an object of generators for ~ ~ 8. This correspondence en- 
sures if #-~ 8 is a bounded geometric morphism, then a generating family at 1 
(X~ 8 ,Ge¢ x)  for ~ can be chosen so that X has a global element 1-~X in 8. 
Definition. If f f  is a 8 indexed category and Y f ,  X is a morphism in 8, then a 
morphism S' o , f*S in ~"  is called a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into 
S if for every pair of morphisms S-~S"  in d x, f *aoo=f*~o Q which implies 
a=B. 
In the above definition of a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms, if S= $~ 
with # a 8 topos, then Q is. a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into S if and 
only if the adjoint ZfS' adj 0, S of p is an epimorphism in ¢x. 
Proposition 3.1. I f  ~ is a 8 topos, then ~ has stable jointly epimorphic families 
of  morphisms. 
Proof. To say ~ has stable jointly epimorphic families of morphisms is to say if 
g' 
y '  ,y  
X" ~X g 
is a pullback in 8 and S' ° 
S ~ $~x, then 
, f*S is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into 
g'*S' g'*o , g , , f .S  =~ f'*g*S 
is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into g*S ~ #x'. But from the Beck con- 
dition .~.f,g'*--~g*~,f, if S' o , f*S is a morphism in $~g, then 
,~f,g'*S" ~ g*,~fS' g*adj 0 g*S 
is the adjunct of 
g'*S' g'*o , g'*f*S =' f'*g*S. 
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Since g* preserves epimorphisms, the result follows. [] 
Proposition 3.2. I f  ~ is a ~ topos, then (X~ ~, G e £x) is a generatiang family at 
1 for  #r i f  and only i f  for  each S" ~ ~ there is a morphism Y f ,  X in ~ and a 
jointly epimorphic family of  morphisms f*G °r Y*S' into S'. 
Proof.  One direction is clear. Conversely, let (Xe ~,GE# x) be a generating 
family at 1 for e ~ and let S 'e  ~. Define Y f ~X to be homX(G, X*S')-~X. Then the 
generic family of morphisms f *G ~ , Y*S' is a jointly epimorphic family of mor- 
Gt 
phisms into S'. To see this suppose S'----¢ S is a pair of morphisms in ~ such that 
Y*aoo Y*floO, but a~p.  Choose Z X and h*G ~ = ,Z'S" such that ~ sepa- 
rates Z*ct and 
morphism 
Z*I/ in #z. Now the morphism ~ defines by classification a
Z *Y  
1 
X ,X  
such that J=(J)*Q. But then 
Z*a o j = (J)*Y*a o (J)*O = <J)*(Y*a o Q) 
= <j ) , (y , f l  o Q) = <j ) ,y , l /o  <j),Q = Z*fl o j ;  
contradiction. Therefore, adj Lo is an epimorphism as required. [] 
Proposition 3.3. Let ~ be a ~ topos. Let V be an object of  ~, 
r 
Z ,U  
P 1 Ps 
V ~V 
be a morphism of  ~v  S be an object of  $~v and S '~p*S be a morphism in ~u 
such that r*S' -0 r*p*S - -~ p*S is a jointly epimorphic family o f  morphisms into S. 
Then S' ~p*S  is a jointly epimorphic family of  morphisms into S. 
Proof.  In ~ v we have a commutative diagram 
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27p 27rr* S' = 
27psS" , S 
If Zpr*S' ~S is an epimorphism, 27mS' ~S is an epimorphism as well. Therefore, 
if r*S' ~r*ps*S--~p*S is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into S, then so 
is S' ~ p*S. [] 
Proposition 3.4. Let g be a ~ topos, let Z p , V be a morphism in ~, let S ~ g° v, 
and let S'--~S">--~p*S be the image factorization of a morphism in g z. Then 
S' "~p*S is a jointly epimorphic family of  morphisms into S i f  and only i f  S" >-~p*S 
is a jointly epimorphic family of  morphisms into S. 
Proof. In ¢ v we have a commutative diagram 
27.S' - 27pS" 
S ,S  
Since 27o preserves epimorphisms, 27pS'~27pS" is an epimorphism. Therefore, 
S">--,p*S is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into S if and only if 
S '~p*S  is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into S. [] 
The following lemma says that, in the presence of the axiom of choice, if we have 
a jointly epimorphic family {Sz-~S}z~z, then we can find a subfamily with no 
more members than the number of subobjects of S, and which is still a jointly 
epimorphic family of morphisms into S. 
Lemma 3.5. Let g be a ~ topos. I f  ~ satisfies the axiom of  choice, Z P, V is a 
morphism in ~, S ~ g v, and S" ~p*S  in gz is a jointly epimorphic family o f  mor- 
phisms into S, then there is a partial morphism 
s z 
subVS, < U , 
ll,.L" 
V ~ V 'V  
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in ~"  such that s*S'~s*p*S = ,p*S in ¢v is still a jointly epimorphic family of  
morphisms into S. 
Proof. Suppose ~ satisfies the axiom of choice. Factor S'~p*S as S'--~S" >-~p*S. 
The monic part of this produces a morphism 
Z 
V 
< su) , subVS 
,V  
in ~v by classification. Factor the morphism (S") in ~v as 
r t 
Z ' subVS 
P 
V , V ,V  
and"split he epimorphism r with U s, Z. We have 
S" >-~ p *S = r* t * (generic ~ (sub VS) *S) 
= r*s*r*t*(generic >-+ (sub VS)*S) 
= r*s*(tr)*(generic >-+ (sub VS)*S) 
= r*s*(S" >--'p'S) 
= r*(s*S" >-+s*p*S = ,p'S).  
Therefore, by 3.3 and 3.4, s*S' ~p*S  is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms 
into S. [] 
Proposition 3.6. Let ~ be a ~ topos. Let Y f-~ x be a morphism of ~, S ~-~S be a 
morphism of  £x, and S'-~f*S be a jointly epimorphic family of  morphisms into 
S. Then S 'Xy ,s f *S~f*S  " is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into S". 
Proof. Interpreting the meaning of f*  in 8 gives us the pullback diagram 
S" ×f,sf*S" ~ f*S" ~ S" 
1 
S' ' f *S  ' S 
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in g. ZfS'--,S and ~f(S'×f.sf*S")~S" are found as the bottom and top rows, 
respectively, of this pullback. Therefore, since £,fSI~S is an epimorphism and 
epimorphisms are preserved by g pullbacks, Zf(S'xf, sf*S")~S" is an epimor- 
phism. Therefore, S" ×y,sf*S" ~f*S" is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms 
into S". [] 
Let 
g' ,g  
be a geometric morphism between two ~ toposes with : .  and Y-* the direct and 
inverse image parts of : ,  respectively. From [8], we have for each X e ~ direct and 
inverse image functors 
g,x .:.x gx gX :,x ' and , ~:,x, 
respectively, which collectively give us a ~ indexed geometric morphism ~7' : ,  d r. 
The :~ indexed inverse image functor ~* preserves jointly epimorphic familis of 
morphisms; that is, if Yf-~x is a :~ morphism and S'~f*S in ~"~" is a jointly epi- 
morphic family of morphisms into S ~ ~ox, then 
:*rS'-~,:*rf*S--~f*j*Xs in ~,r 
is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into :*Xs. This is because 
~,f:*Y= ~*xzf and because Y-* preserves epimorphisms. Also ~* preserves all 
colimits at 1. 
Returning to the main object of study of this paper, let 
n o ao 
3, I* 
y id 
= (g2 ' , g0)  
7t ! 01 
be a precategory object of toposes, let g0 ~ ~ be a geometric morphism such that 
a0 
g l  
g0 '~  
commutes (up to isomorphism). Then ~ becomes relativized over ~ to ~ ~ ~, a 
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precategory object of # toposes, upon taking the geometric morphisms 
given 
go '~  forgo, 
and say 
O o given al given 
g! 'g0 '#  or gl '#o '#  
~, O o given 
g2 'ffl 'gO ' # for g2"  
for gl, 
Using the diagram 
~t ~t 
( ( 
~* fd* ~ ~,, '~0 
of # indexed categories and # indexed functors, we get a # indexed category ~r  by 
taking, for each X e #, ~ x to be the category o f pairs (S e g0 x, ( O~ xS ~, O {.Xs )e gl x ) 
such that id*X~ = 1 s and rt~x~ ort~x~ = ~,.x~ (so ~ is ~r, the category of internal 
functors on ~), and by taking for each morphism Yf---~X of # substitution to be 
f*(S, ~)= (f*S,f*~). We have a # indexed forgetful functor ~r  ~ g0 which is left 
exact, creates equalizers, and reflects isomorphisms at 1 by 2.1. 9"  
We have a left exact functor # ~ ~.r defined at Xe  # by 
~x= (ggx, ao~'x* * =, g?x =, atggx), 
so ~x  = ~r/~X.  To see ~r  is defined over #, we construct a right adjoint to 
T • - • 'e ' ~r- Let (S, ~) • ~r and consider the equalizer d~--~go,S of 
and 
eo,s 
eo,s 
#O.%(s) 
¢o.r/a0(S) 
, go.a,.ats =, g,.ats 
¢o.0o,~ 
, go.ao.ats , go.ao.ats =, g,.a?s. 
We have natural bijections: 
f 
X ,d  in # 
Y 
g~'X 'S  in g0 Oog~X 
a~ 
, a~S 
such that g?x commutes in gl 
at~x at/ ' ats 
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Y ~Tx ' (S, ~) in 9r. 
Therefore, if we define ~T,(S, ~) to be the object de # as above, ~T* is a functor 
~r--* ~ which is right adjoint to ~-. 
Proposition 3.7. I f  ~ ~ # is a precategory object of # toposes, then ~r is co- 
complete at 1. 
Proof. Let Ye ~ and (S, ~) e ~Y. If Yf-f--,X is a morphism in ~, then (.EfS,.EfO is 
an internal functor on ~ because up to canonical isomorphism ,rf commutes with 
7t~, lt~,id*,0~, a~', and ~,*, and it is easy to see that (ZfS, ZfO is Zf(S,O; i.e., the 
left adjoint to f*  at (S, O. To see _r is stable, let 
e 
l 
y, , Y 
f'l f 
X' ,X  g 
be a pullback in #. Since i 0 and ~ have internal sums, we have ,Ef, g'*S=g*,ZfS 
and Zf, g'*~=g*Zf~. Therefore, Zf, g'*(S, ~) =g*~,f(S, O. Therefore, ~T has stable 
sums at 1. 
Next let Xe  ~, (S, O, (S', ~') ~ ~x, and S - - t  S' internal natural transformations 
# 
from (S,O to (S',~'). Let S' q ,Q in ~,~c be the coequalizer of a and ft. O~ x pre- 
serves coequalizers, o in ~x we get 
a~xa 
a~ xs ~ a~ xs' 
1 a~xP a7% l~' 
atXs : otXs 'orxa 
at,*q "ag x O 
~q 
T , a?xo 8~Xq 
and it is easy tosee that (Q, ~q)e ~x because id *x, ~,.x, 7t~x, and lt~ x preserve co- 
equalizers. Now S' q, Q is an internal natural transformation from (S', ~') to 
(Q, ~q) and it is clear S' q, Q is the coequalizer of a and p in ~x. Also, for any 
morphism Y f ,  X in ~, the substitution functors ~'0 x f-~ ¢0 Y and ~'1 f-~ ~'Y pre- 
serve coequalizers, o f*q is the coequalizer of f*a and f*• in ~Y. Therefore, ~r  
has stable coequalizers at 1. 
Stable sums and coequalizers at 1 imply cocompleteness at 1. Therefore, ~r  is 
cocomplete at 1. [] 
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Corollary. I f  ~ -~ ~ is a precategory object of  ~¢ toposes, then the forgetful functor 
r ~ ~ preserves colimits at 1. 
Proof. It is clear from the proof of the proposition that the forgetful functor 
preserves sums and coequalizers at 1. But this is enough to conclude it preserves all 
colimits at 1. [] 
Proposition 3.8. I f  ~ -~ ~ is a precategory object of  ~ toposes, then ~r has small 
horns. 
Proof. As already remarked, i 0 and #1 have small homs. 
Let Xe  ~ and (S, O, (S; e') e ~x. Let E >--~homX(S, ') in • be the equalizer of 
the parallel pair 
homX(a~xs, ~') 
homX(a~xS, a~xs ') 
homX(S, S') 
homX(a~xs, a'{Xs ') homX(~,a~Xs,) 
E~X satisfies the universal property required 
homX(O~Xs, a[Xs'). 
Then for it to serve as 
homX((s, ~), (S; ~'))~X. Therefore, ~r  has small homs. [] 
Proposition 3.9. I f  ~ --* ~ is a precategory object o f  ~ toposes, then ~r is cowell- 
powered. 
Proof. g0 is cowell-powered. Let Xe  ~ and (S, ~)e ~x. Let Z~X be epiXS ~X 
and Z*S q-~ Q be the generic quotient in #0 z. Let E >-~ HomZO~ZQ, a~ZQ) in ~ be 
the equalizer of the parallel pair 
<(_) o a~,zq> 
homZ(a~ZQ, a~ZQ) 
-~Z <a~Zq o z*o  
homZ(a~Zs, a~ZQ). 
Then E-~X serves as epiX(s, O-~X. Therefore, ~r  is cowell-powered. [] 
4. Main result 
Theorem 4.1. Let ~ be an elementary topos satisfying the axioms of  choice and 
=(#2 
infinity. Let 
~o ao 
) ) 
~, id 
| #1 ~ , #o)~ ~q 
be a precategory object o f  ~ toposes uch that ¢o ~ ~ is bounded. Then YT, the 
category of  internal functors on ~, is a bounded ~ topos. 
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Proof. According to the Indexed Special Adjoint Functor Theorem, the forgetful 
functor ~r~:0  has a right adjoint at 1 if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) ~r  is cocomplete at 1, and the forgetful functor ~r~ff0 preserves all colimits 
a t l .  
(2) ~r  and g0 have small homs. 
(3) ~T is cowell-powered. 
(4) ~r  has a generating family at 1. 
The first three of these conditions have been established already. Because we have 
shown ~r  is defined over ~, once the fourth condition is established it will follow 
from 2.2 that ~r  is a bounded ~ topos. So the rest of this paper is devoted to the 
proof of condition (4). 
Bounding object 
Fix (X~ g, G e 80x), a generating family at 1 for the :~ indexed category fro, 
assuming as noted in Section 3 that there is a global element 1 x ,X  in :~. Let ~/ 
be the natural number object in ~, and define B to be (subXO~XG)~× ~/. Notice 
B= B x ~/and  B=B x subXO~XG. We will use B to bound things. 
Generating family at 1 
Here, we construct the ~ object of triples 
( m o 
C= B, <U ,X in  g, Xt~a*G q-~Sin¢o, (S ,~) in  ~ . 
m 0t 
Let P be the object of partial morphisms B~ ," U ,X in ~. At P there is a 
generic partial morphism 
mp 
P×B'  (Up 
P ,  P 
% 
~X 
Let E--,P be epiX(xupot~G)-,P. At E we have a generic pair consisting of a par- 
tial morphism 
me ae 
ExB ' < Ue ' X 
E ,  E 
and a quotient morphism X=~a*eG---* Se. Let I t~E  be homE(O~eSe, O'~ESe)~E. 
qe 
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At H we have a generic triple consisting of a partial morphism 
m h t~h 
~X H×B'  <Uh 
proj [Uh 
H,  H 
, qh a quotient morphism ~uht~h G--'-~Sh, and a structure morphism o~Hsh ~h, 3~Hsh" 
In ~0 H we have a parallel pair of morphisms 
=~ id,O~Sh id*~h = ' id*O~S h ' 
Sh Sh. 
) 
IS h 
Let fl be the equalizer of this pair. Recall from [7] there is a monomorphism I ~ H 
in ~ such that Y f~H factors through I~-*H if and only if f*f l  is an isomor- 
phism. At I, we have a generic triple with a condition; namely, the triple consists 
of a partial morphism 
m i
I×B '  (U  i 
I , 
proj 
,X  
I 
a quotient morphism Zuitt*G qi~ Si ' and a structure morphism O~Isi ~i, O~Si such 
that  id*l~i = ls,. Applying 7t~', lt~', and ),*, we get a parallel pair of morphisms 
lt~'I~i o tt~'I~i and ~,'I~ i in 82 I. Let t~ be the equalizer of this pair, and finally define 
C by the monomorphism C >--~I such that Y f ,  I factors through C~-~I if and 
only if f * J  is an isomorphism. At C we have a generic triple consisting of a partial 
morphism 
~C 
CXB ' ' X 
C , 
m c 
C 
proj 
in ~, a quotient morphism Xucac*G 
in ~c.  
qc= Sc in #o c, and an internal functor (Se, ~c) 
The remainder of this paper will be devoted to showing that (C e ~, (Sc, ~c) e Ycr) 
is a generating family at 1 for the ~ indexed category ~r- Toward this, fix 
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(S, ~) 6 9 T. By 3.2, we can choose a ~ morphism Y ay, X and a jointly epimorphic 
family of morphisms f *G  qY, Y*S into S. Using the family qy we will construct a
morphism Y %, C and a jointly epimorphic family of internal natural trans- 
A 
formations 6t~(Sc,~c) qY, Y*(S,O into (S,O. When ay and t~y have been con- 
structed, the proof will be complete. 
An endomorphism 
Let R e ~ be the object of pairs (B, m < U a 'X, a*G q ' U 'S ) .  The construction 
of R is similar to that of C, but easier so omitted here (also, it should be noted that 
the parameter a*G q , U*S is not required to be a jointly epimorphic family of 
morphisms into S). Let 
mr fir , X ,  gtr, G qr (RxB,  ' Ur*S) 
g ( 
proj 
<Ur lUr 
R 
be the generic pair at R. Using this pair and a~G ~ Y 'S ,  we will construct an 
e,R  such that the restriction endomorphism R 
o~RSr  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. O~Re*Sr 
= ' R*O'~S = ' O~RR*S O~RR*S ' R*O~S R*~ 
exists, where Sr ~ R*S comes from the image factorization of ~UrOtr*G 
(which uses U*S =, u*R*S in its definition). Toward the description of R 
Pu, PY 
UrX Y } U r and UrX Y ' Y 
be the projection morphisms. In gVrX Y, form the pullback 
D*~ *Y.,,*f~- 
e , . yv  1 t~y u 
adj(qr) 
, R*S 
, R ,  let 
q, 
U tZr v 0 v 
---- ID* ~*Ur.v~f2 
(a) 
p ,  ~,u.. 
U)'O '~ r
' Pu~ U; Oo S 
p* a*Y- r~, qy 
l: 
, , ' Pu ,  U;OiS 
PuU;~ 
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qY, Y*S is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into S. By definition * a;G 
Therefore, 
o ,Y_  * f ,  O~Yqy = 
I Uy tit ' 3~YY*S ' Y*O'~S 
is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into O~'S because Oi* preserves jointly 
epimorphic families of morphisms. Then by 3.1 and because 
By 
, Y  
,1 
UrX Y 
is a pullback in ~, 
p,~,Y_ , f ,  
yv I tZy td 
p,..,Y YOI qy 
• P Or Vs 
= = , * * 
P~Y*O~S "Pv~Ur Ol S 
is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into U*O~S. Therefore, by 3.6, 
P q'~P~ha*O~XG is a jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into -,~,x,-, {2 r O 0 t .r .  
PUr _.,~,Xt"~ ~Ur, and P q', Now applying 3.5 to the data Ur× Y----~ Ur in ~, Ur o0 ~e 
p,  _ ,~,x , - ,  in gv,× Y, U, Ur oo u we get a partial morphism 
subVr(a,OffXG), rn 
Or ~ 
S 
< U 'UrXY  
such that 
s*q' ~ s.P~ a.O~x G =, .D*-*~*x"s Ur oo s*P  
_ *~*Xf . ,  is a jointly epimorphic family opf morphisms into ar oo u. 
M r 
Now we give a bound on U-L~ Ur--~R. From [7] we have a pullback 
subX(a~xG), 
X ( 
so by adjunction we get 
~r 
sub V,(a* affX G ) 
[ 
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Ur × subX(a~XG) ' 
proj [
<subVr(a*a~XG) 
1 
This in combination with 
gives us 
(R × B) × subX(a~XG) , 
proj 
R , 
m r × subX(a~)XG) 
Ur 
( Ur × subX(a~XG) 
l proj 
u, 
(R × B) × subX(a~XG) , (mr × subX(a~XG)) o el o m 
proj 
R , 
<U 
Ur 
R 
Finally this last monomorphism in combination with the isomorphisms 
R xB,  R × (B × subX(a~XG)), 
proj 
R 
(R × B) × (subX(a~XG)) 
proj 
R 
gives us the bound 
R×B~ 
proj [ 
R~ 
<U 
l "r/'~ 
R 
By classification, the data 
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RxB'  <U ,X  
pro  L
R~ R 
in ~R and 
(ayPys)*G 
in ~0 Ugives us an endomorphism R 
e' 
U 'Ur 
Ur" 1 [" 
R , R, 
e 
commutative diagrams 
RxB,  < U U 
Je' an~ e' 1 
R x B , ( Ur Ur 
m r 
and (Pys)*qy=e'*qr.  The equality implies 
(Prs)*% 
' (Prs)*ayG ' (Prs)* Y*S --' U*S 
e 'R  such that we have a pullback 
ayPyS 
,X  
,X  
Ot r
,SUrPs(OtyPyS)*G adj(Prs)*qY~ R*S  is e*~urOtr*G e*adj(qr)' e*R*S  = ' R*S .  
Therefore, passing s* of the pullback (a) above through the adjunction ,S,u,ps~- 
(UrPs)* gives the commutative diagram 
' ,~Ur,~PsS Py~| ot;G Zu,ZI,,S*P * * *Y * 
£,u (adj(s*q')) 
, ,X  
,~UrO~r 00 G 
• R • 
0 0 ,¢~,ur~r G 
a~Radj(qr) l 
a~RR*S =' 
o~R~urPs(~yPy$)*G ..... 
1 = 
O?Re*Zu aTG 
¢9~RSr - - - ~ a 7Re*Sr a~ ae*adj(qr) 
2- (b) "~ 
R*a;s-~ R*ors --, a~RR*s - 
O~Radj(Pys)*qy 
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Therefore, as promised, the indicated restriction exists. 
Recursion 
e 
Obviously, now that we have the endomorphism R , R, we are in a position to 
do some recursion. The monomorphism 
YxB,= (subXO~XG)W× Kx  Y ,  (<la;xo)°x)~x0x 1y = ( l x lxY ,  Y 
gives us a partial morphism 
YxB,  
pro j] 
Y ,  
% 
(Y  *X  
Y 
m ~ h 
which in combination with ayG - :~ Y*S gives us a morphism Y ~R by classifi- 
cation. Forget what s meant before and let J F~ s J /be  the successor morphism. The 
recursion 
Yx0 1yXS 
Y , Yx J /  ' YxY  
Y , YxR  ' YxR  <Ig, h) 1rxe 
in ~ Y gives us 
Yx JF  ,R 
T 
YX.~ / ,R proj 
Let the morphism // classify 
m// 
YX~/XB~ 
proj 
ah (U~ ,X and a~,G q~ ' U~S 
Yx J /  , Yx~ / 
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and note we have a pullback 
Uh 
Yx~ 
,V, 
tg r 
h , R, 
commutative diagrams 
a~ 
U~ ,X 
h'] = 
Ur 'X 
t~ r
and 
f ix  1 B 
Yx . /VxB , RxB 
g~ h' , g~ 
and q/~ = h'*qr. Let Y x ~/P--Lr Y be the projection (forget what P}, meant before). 
Note ayG qY, Y*S factors through 
Zp,u~qfi * --" ~Y*S 
,~,t, rut;otfiG - ' ,~,prutiU~S ' ~pymi (Pyu~)*Y*S  ' Y 'S ,  
because 
Y l rx0  y×..V ~_~R is Y h--~R. 
This fact will be important at the very end. 
From 
we get 
a~G q~, U~S.-~.u~(Y x..4/)*S, 
"~u~Ot~ G adj(q/~) (Yx JV)*S in #0 rx~ 
Factor this last morphism as Z,u~a~G--*S')-,(Yx J¢)*S and note this is precisely 
fi*(~ua*G'-*Sr ~'* R'S).  Therefore, applying ~* to the restriction (b) established 
above, gives the commutative diagram 
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a~Y×~/S' * o~{Yx~(1y×s)*S ' 
(c) 
O~{~" x'~(1y × S)*~*Sr 
O'~r X.* lri*e* Sr 
t~*O~RSr 
~*O~RR *S 
:1 
O~Y × ~ ( Y x J()*S 
~*O~Re*Sr 
h*c~'~Re*R*S 
' (Y x ~)*O~'S" (y x Jv)*~* (Y x ~V)*O~S--~ o'~Y×"*(Y x JV)*S 
Applying id *r×~ to the diagram (c) gives us the commutative diagram 
S' >. , (1rXS)*S' 
(¥x  JV)*S , (Yx ~¢')*S 
Writing (Y × ~)* as P~,Y* and passing this diagram through the adjunction 27pv~- 
P~, we get the commutative diagram 
ZprS" , ~pr( Iy×s)*S'  
1 
Y*S ~ Y*S 
Also, from adjointness we get the commutative diagram 
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,~lrxs(1y Xs)*S' ' S' 
1 
(Y× ,A/)*S ,(Yx ,A/)*S 
so passing this through the adjunction Ipy I-- P~, gives us the commutative diagram 
lpr(1rXs)*S' ' lprIlrxs(1rXs)*S" ' IprS' 
Y*S ~ Y*S 
Therefore, if we define S~ ~ Y*S by the image factorization of lpyS" ~ Y'S, then 
we get Ipy( l r  xs)*S'~S~, ~ Y*S as well. Then passing the diagram (c) through 
the adj unction lpy ~ P~, (which we can do because O~' r x ~( y x o~/)*S =, P~.O~' Y Y* S 
and O~ rx ~*(Y x s~')*S =, P~.o'{YY*S), we get the commutative diagram 
oty,r ,p ,s  , , O'~r lp, (1r  xs )*S  ' 
l p ,O~r×~S ' 
o~rs~,  . . . .  
I 
cg~YY*S =' Y*O~S y,~ 
and the indicated restriction exists. 
~pr(1y ×S)*O~Yx~S ' 
1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ o'{rs= 
, Y*O[S , o '{ry*s 
End of proof 
We have constructed an internal subfunctor (S~,,~**) of (Y'S, Y*O in ~ .  In 
#~', we have an epimorphism * ' Z, pyu~aliG -* XprS because 
l .sa~G" adj(q~/) (Yx ~)*S 
S" > ~ (Y ×¢4~)*S 
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is h* of 
z,,u:'c 
S r > 
adj(q,) 
, R*S  
' R*S  
Altogether the data 
YxB,  Yx(YxB) ,  Yx~/xB,  ,X  in 
proj 
Y, 
m/i 
Y×Y 
Y 
,Y, pyu~a~G--~,prS' --~ So~ in ~0 r, 
and (S~,~)  in ~r   describe a morphism Ya-~YC such that (S~,~)=~ty(Sc,~c). 
Let t~y be ~* a;(Sc,~c)=(S~,~) >-* Y*(S,O in ~r.  Then ^* ay(Sc,~c) qY, Y*(S,~) is a 
jointly epimorphic family of morphisms into (S, ~) because a~G q~ Y*S is a jointly 
epimorphic family of morphisms into S and we have a commutative diagram 
2,pyu~riG 
S~ 
qy 
gY*S o ~Prutiqi i 
, Y*S  
1= 
' Y*S  
I 
, a ;Sc  
Therefore, (Ce ~, (Sc, ~c)e Ycr) is a generating family at 1 for the ~ indexed 
category ~r, and this completes the proof. [] 
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5. Examples 
(a) If 4 is a topological category, let the topos of internal functors on the pre- 
category object 
Sh(42) Sh(41) Sh(%) 
be denoted by SET ~. SET g is a Grothendieck topos and when 4 is finite, SET ~ is 
equivalent o a category of presheaves on a small category 4 + gotten from 4. 
SET ~ becomes Top indexed by taking (SET~) x to be SET exx for each topological 
space X and by taking substitution along a continuous function Y~X to be the 
pullback functor along ~¢ × Y~ 4 x X. If ~" is another topological category, then 
a Top indexed functor SETe--,SET ~' preserves filtered colimits at 1, and if all the 
structure morphisms on ~ are the identity on %, then a functor (SET')l--* 
(SETe') 1 has a unique (up to isomorphism) Top indexing if it preserves filtered co- 
limits. These facts are established in [5]. Here are some specific examples of SET e 
taken from [51. 
(1) Let C be the topological category 
1 " - - - - '~  " 0 
f 
with topologies defined by taking the opens of { 1, 0} to be {0, { 1 }, { 1, 0} } (so C o is 
homeomorphic to the Sierpinski space) and by taking the opens of {idl,f, ido} to 
be {0, {idl }, {f}, {idl, ido}, {id l , f} ,  {idl, f, id0} }. The functions 00 and 01 are con- 
tinuous because Off I { 1} = {id,f} and ai -1 { 1} = {idl }. The function Co id) C1 is 
continuous because it is a subspace inclusion, and C1 _~o C1 is continuous because 
C2 is a subspace of Cl x Cl, 0-1{idl} = {(idl,idl)}, 
and' 
0 -1 {f} = {(idl, f), (f, ido)} = {f} × C1LICI x {f} rlc2, 
0-1 {idl, id0 } = { (id 1, idl), (id0, id0)} = { idl, ido } x {idl, ido } O (72. 
The topos SET c is equivalent to the category of presheaves on the category freely 
generated by the graph 
f 
1 - .-----* - 0 
The absence of relations between f and the topologically induced arrow to, 1 arises 
because {f} is both open and closed. 
The Beck condition 
a0, SET G ) SETC0 
l 
SET c2 ) SETCl 
~0" 
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does not hold for this topological category, for if S e SET c., then 
(O~O0.S)f = (00.S)0 =Sf X S 0 
while 
(rto.rt ~S)f = (rt ~S)(f, id0)= So. 
(2) Take C as in example (1), but with topology on the arrows given as 
{ 0, { id 1 }, {idl, f }, {idl, f, id0 } }. 00, 01 and id are continuous for the same reasons as 
before. Composition is continuous because 0 -1 {idl } = {(idl, idl)} and 
0 -1 {idl , f} = {(idl, idl), (idl, f) ,  (f, id0)} = {idl, f )  × C1GC2 . 
In C + we must have the commutative diagram 
to, l to, o 
1< 0, 0 
idl] = I f =lid° 
1 -~ 1( 0 
tl, I to, 1 
because ido is in the closure of f and f is in the closure of id I . It follows that fe  C~ is 
forced to be a left and a right inverse to the topologically induced arrow to, 1- There- 
fore, SET c is equivalent to Set. For use later we note C°P=---2 and SETC°P= SET 2. 
The Beck condition 0~00.~Zto,rt~ holds for this topological category because 
global sections of S e SET c' correspond by restriction to the elements of the fiber 
of S at ido. 
(3) C is as in example (1), except the topology on Cl is given by {¢, {idl }, {f}, 
{idl, f},  {idl, f, ido} }. All the maps 00, 01, id, and 0 are continuous for the reasons 
given in example (1). 
In C + we must have the commutative diagram 
t~l t~o 
1, 0 )0  
1 ~- 0 )1 
to, 1 to, 1 
because ido is in the closures of idl and f. Therefore, we see that if we first apply 
the topologically induced arrow to, 1 then f, we must have id0. This means fe  C~ 
is a split epimorphism. However, there are no further conditions. 
As in example (2), the Beck condition 0~00 ,-~ no,lt~' holds for this topological 
category. 
(4) C is as in example (1), except he topology on Cl is given by {f}, {idl}, {idl,f}, 
{idl,icio},{idl,f, ido}}. All the maps ao, 01, id, and 0 are continuous for the 
reasons given in example (2). 
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In C + we have the commutative diagram 
t0,1 t~l 
0 '1"'  0 
1 ~1~ 0 
t l ,  l to,! 
Therefore, f is a retract in C ÷ with to, 1 providing the retraction. 
As in example (1), the Beck condition O'~Oo,~Zto.rt~ fails for this topological 
category. 
(b) Let g be a base topos with choice and a natural number object. Let g[ q/]--*g 
be the object classifier and let g[q/1-" q[2] ~ g be the morphism classifier. Simi- 
larly, let 
q/,, j - . . .  
g[q/' , q:'] -,  g 
be the classifier of commutative triangles. We have several maps between these 
toposes classifying various generics and.this gives us a precategory object 
~ n 
f \  
= (e[ q/' , q : ]  e[ + %1 e[ ]) 
of ¢ toposes. By our main result we have a geometric surjection g[ ~g]--, ~r. On 
the other hand, ~r  has an object which stands out; namely, the one coming from 
the generics. So we have a classifying map ~r  ~ g[ q/]. Since the inverse image of 
g[qi]--, ~r  is the forgetful functor, we get the commutative triangle 
Therefore, ~r-- ,g[q/]  is an epimorphism and g[q/]--, ~r  is a monomorphism. 
Also, ~r-~g[q/] is a geometric surjection because g[q/]--* ~r  is one. These facts 
lead us to assert he equivalence of g[ q/] and ~r- This is true as we now show. It 
is enough to show if : in  _.~s ~, is an internal functor and ~ is an internal natural 
transformation from ~/n 2 ~ ~/n S~ to Y/n 2 ~ ~/n -~S 8 satisfying l t~  o n~= 
y*~, then we can determine ~ completely from S. As long as we use only intui- 
sionistic logic we may treat g as if it were the category of sets, and we are free to 
use the axiom of choice because it has been one of our assumptions from the very 
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start. Let n ~fm be an object of ~/n 2. We have a commutative diagram 
S(n) 
~(f)[ 
S(m) 
S(f) 
, S(m) 
~(lm) 
, S(m) 
Applying id* shows ~(1/n) is the identity. Therefore, S(F)=e(f) .  Therefore, ~ is 
shown to be determined by S as required• In the same way the ~r[ ~] of internal 
functors on the precategory object 
"1 1 N 
is equivalent to ¢[--*]. 
We can continue this analysis with precategory objects of spectra. For example, 
let ~ be a ring and let 80 be its local ring spectrum with ~ ~.~ the generic map of 
to its localization. Let 81 be the spectrum for which ~ is mapped into two local 
rings ~0 and ~l with a commuting local homeomorphism from -~0 to -~1- Let 82 be 
similarly defined except hat ~ maps to A°0, ~1, A:2- Since ~1 contains two mapp- 
ings of ~ to local rings there are two corresponding geometric morphisms O0 and 
01 from ~1 to 80. Similarly, think of the map from ~ to .~ as a diagram of two 
local rings and a map (the identity) between them. This gives us a map id from ~0 
to ¢l. By now, the three maps from ~'2 to ~1 should be obvious. Let the topos of 
internal functors on the resulting precategory object of toposes be denoted by 
~T[~ "-~.~]. We have a classifying map ~T[~--~.~]'-'~ 9T[-'~ ] which is an inclusion 
because we could get the same geometric morphism by forcing the generic morphism 
in ~r [~]  to be ~ (see [9] for the concept of forcing in a topos). But as we 
have seen YT[ ~]  is equivalent to ~'[--*]. Forcing the generic morphism of ~'[-~] to 
be ~ ~Z# produces ~'[~ ~Z#]; i.e. ~'0. Therefore, YT[~ ~]  is equivalent to ~0- 
(c) Let ~ be a topos with choice and a natural number object. Let ~0 be a 
bounded ~ topos. 
Proposition 5.1. I f  ~ =(~'2 E[ ~1 ~ ~0) iN a precategory object of  • toposes, then 
• •o  • • ~ 'T  there is a natural bljectlon between morphlsms Yr---*~' of  bounded ~ toposes 
and geometric morphisms ~o-~ with an associated natural transformation 
(~0a0)* t/) (~oao)* such that l~=id*r /and  lt~F1 olt~=y*r/. 
Proof. Let ~0 ~ ~r  be the surjection coming from the proof that YT is a bounded 
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topos. We can associate to ~0 a natural transformation (T0O0)*-~ n (TOO/)* such 
that l~.=id*r/ and rt~r/orrffr/=y*r/ by letting r/cs;o be ~. Moreover, for any 
e~r 
geometric morphism ~r - - - ,#  of ~ toposes the restriction of r/to the image of 
~~ gives us an associated natural transformation (~rYoOo)~(~-rToOl) satisfying 
the requisite properties. This gives us one direction of the natural bijection. 
In the other direction, let g0--*g be a geometric morphism of bounded 
toposes together with a natural transformation (~0O0)*--~n (~o01) * such that 
l~0=id*r / and rt~r/ortffr/=y*r/. We will define ~r__~¢ .~ ' r  Let Xeg .  It is easy to 
that the pair (J0*X, r/x) is an internal functor on 9; that is, (Y0*X, r/x) e ~r- Define 
~7 ~ to be (~0" r/). When ~ is indexed by ~ it satisfies all the conditions of the 
Special Adjoint Indexed Functor Theorem. Therefore, ~-~ has a right adjoint. ~ 
is left exact since ~0" is left exact. Therefore, ~ together with its right adjoint gives 
~r r us a geometric morphism ~r - - - ,¢  and the other half of the natural bijection is 
established. [] 
We may push these 2-colimits a bit further. Let 
00 
o'~ ~#0 
01 
be a parallel pair of geometric morphisms over a base topos with the axiom of choice 
and a natural number object. Consider the diagram 
= (#~ + ~ 
il +/2 0o+01 + 1¢0 
i30o + i301 /3 
~#~+#~+#0' ,#0). 
i2+il 01 +Oo+ 1¢ o 
This is a precategory object of toposes and an internal functor on ~ corresponds 
fo to an object Se #0 together with an isomorphism O~S---i~S. Thus, g0---* Dr is the 
2-coequalizer of O0 and 01 in the sense that there is a universal natural isomorphism 
(~0ao) *~° (~001)*; for any geometric morphism g0 ~-'g of bounded toposes and 
~r natural isomorphism (~-0o)*~(~01)* there is a geometric morphism ~r----~# 
such that ~*=(~r~0)* and r/(S)=r/0(~'~S) for each object S of #. Since finite 
coproducts of bounded toposes exist, we get finite 2-colimits of bounded toposes 
and since arbitrary set indexed coproducts of Grothendieck toposes exist, we get 
arbitrary set indexed 2-coproducts (of the kind we have described) for Grothendieck 
toposes. 
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